A 5th Edition D&D conversion

PART 3
The two elven brothers and the two orcish brothers, having just barely known each
other over 24 hours, have thrashed and fought their way through the sagging remains of
an ancient house on a cliff near the tiny town of Saltmarsh, and along the way have
discovered that it is 
far 
from empty and 
far 
from safe.
In fact, it’s downright dangerous.

[MUSIC TRACK]] 
BACKGROUND MUSIC

Last session, the PCs confronted the “leader” of this motley gang of ruffians, a human
named 
Sambalet
whose brother 
Olander
, according to the journal and according to
Sanbalet’s own testimony, accidently released something EVIL into this house recently.
It was a botched attempt to make the house seem “scarier” than before, even though
their illusory tricks and the house’s reputation were working 
quite 
well already.

In exchange for his life, Sanbalet told the PCs that there is treasure hidden on the 2nd
level and maybe in the attic. They agreed not to kill him, so they escorted him to the
cave and watched him paddle out into darkness. Out of sight, out of mind, but they do
take time to barricade part of the cave tunnels with barrels and crates to make it less
accessible.
They take a short rest and then decide to head to the foyer and investigate the last
stairwell to the 2nd floor of the creepy old mansion.

And they’ve only just reached the stairs when they hear...creaks. Slow, footstep creaks
on the level above them, then they stop...followed by the long, teethrattling creak of a
door either being open or shut.
Someone or something is up there already.
They four of them congregate at the bottom of the stairs and look up the spiral case.
Gorm starts to go up, battle axe in his beefy hands, but these stairs don’t feel too safe.
The boards creak under his weight, but he’s no sooner put his foot on the top landing
when he hears a MULTITUDE of ferocious groans and screeches from both ends of the
hallway! He’s about to be flanked and overwhelmed!
Scary SOUND EFFECT

Gorm steps back into the creaky stairwell and braces himself, but nothing manifests.
Hmm. He has seen this kind of thing before in this stupid house. He tentatively puts a
foot back onto the top stairwell and it triggers the cacophony of screams again. Another
illusion.
So one by one they creep up to the second level, but the mage Lunen is the last and by
then the poor stairwell has had enough of being trod on today and it abruptly
SPLINTERS beneath his feet! With the word of a featherfall spell on his lips, Lunen
touches ground amid debris falling all around him, but he’s relatively unscathed.
But the stairwell is shattered now and very difficult to traverse either going up or down.
The others drop a long knotted rope and pull the elf to the top level. They’re worried
about how to get down later, and just hope they don’t need a hasty retreat.

It is completely dark up here, about 1am in the morning, and all they’re using to see is
darkvision
, so in shades of black and white they spot a dilapidated corridor stretching
east and west and what was once a plush red rug runner now just a threadbare mess.
But at the end of the hall in a window facing the ocean is something strange, a great big
oval copper disc 
with an embedded handprint. They move closer to check it out.

They can’t figure out what this thing does, and no arcana check helps, nor any cursory
experimentation. They leave it for now and check out the first door beside them...and
the rogue hears faint crying behind it.
Arming their attacks, they flank the door and have the wizard 
mage hand 
it open…
The room beyond is decrepit and dusty and moldy. Aging furniture clogs the perimeter,
but in the back corner stands a man huddling in the corner, softly crying, his clothes just
tattered rags and his hair greasy. He doesn’t seem to notice the door opening.
“You! Who are you?” they ask him.
The man’s head tilts slightly. “What are youuuuuu...doing here?” he says in a faintly
teary, singsong voice.
“We asked you first. Who are you?”
“What are youuuuuu...doing here…” he repeats, his back still turned.
Fed up with him already, the wizard mage hands a piece of debris across the room and
hits the guy in the back of the head.
THAT…….he doesn’t like. He spins around.

This fellow is bleeding from his eyes and
nose and ears, his eyes solid black orbs,
and he snarls, racing at them suddenly
across the room!
WHEN THE MIDDLE of the floor abruptly
crumbles beneath his weight and pitches
him to the room below in a cascading
avalanche of rotten timber.
They hear the thing thrashing around in
the dark and the PCs tentatively peek over
and see that he has fallen into the room
where Gorm was nearly killed by the two

ghouls in Session #1. This new monster doesn’t wait around long and soon exits the
smashed door of the chamber, its snarls fading.

The group doesn’t see anything else of immediate value in the room, but they don’t trust
the floor either, but right about then the snarls get louder and the guy returns from the
other side where the stairs collapsed earlier this session.
It seems agitated now that it can’t get up to them, but someone tosses a javelin and
spell anyway as they decide it will be easier to pick this bastard off from a distance.
As soon as the thing spots its attackers though it flies into another rage and STARTS
TO CLIMB the shredded stairway like some kind of acrobatic spider.
Groman’s warhammer slaps into the thing’s head as soon as it clears the top...and
bizarrely  the weapon sticks to the monster’s flesh (I used the 
Adherer 
stats from Fifth
Edition Foes). It was wounded by the blow, but Groman loses his grip, and then his

brother Gorm attacks with his axe  and loses his grip on it too as both weapons are
stuck fast to the monster. But then the rogue kneels between the legs of his allies and
sends a sneak attack arrow straight through the thing’s eye. Gurgling, it loses its grip
and falls backward, taking both stuck weapons with it, but black smoke is jetting from
the thing’s orifices and even as it strikes the broken ground at the bottom, some kind of
ephemeral spirit is swirling around and groaning and finally sinks through the
floorboards.

But damn, their main weapons are gone, and their backups
are inadequate. Lowering the rope again, Gorm the
barbarian agrees to clamber down to where the monster
fell and retrieve them. He does so as hastily as possible,
afraid of that spirit thing returning, but it doesn’t and he’s
able to reach the top again safely.

Well, there’s the door directly next to the room where the floor just collapsed, so just as
before, listen first (hearing scratches) then ready attacks and mage hand the door open.
The room is filled with billowing webs and  skeletal rats. A whole roving swarm of
the chittering things and they immediately roll toward the open door like a diseased
wave.

This sounds like the same thing that was in the kitchen area from Session #1, and
fortunately it’s not too difficult to dispatch, crumbling quickly beneath sword, spell and
boot. BEST of all  under the webs near the back of the room is a locked chest full of
200 pieces of gold and 100 pieces of silver.
Jackpot
. Sanbalet must have been right after all. 
Thanks, man!
Feeling more confident in their explorations and their ability to take on any room 
(EVEN
with my revelation that every time they enter a room there’s a 20% chance something

really, really 
bad 
is going to happen] 
they bravely continue down the corridor of tattered
red carpet and pass a junction and open a door at the far end of the hall, same tactic as
before. And the 20% roll when they step a foot in…..yields nothing.

Two rooms side by side actually are FULL of barrels and they find coffee and salt and
silk and spices and even some trade bars from Luskan. This is a real haul and very,
very valuable. They also find the collapsed stairwell to the kitchen area. Before
continuing their exploration they push a bunch of barrels into the hall three deep to
discourage anything from sneaking up behind them. They also find a mop that looks
like the 
Broom of Sweeping 
from the DANGER ROOM lair..
They enter the NEXT room, a bedroom of some kind with a tattered silken four poster
bed and matching nightstand, but it is rotten and flimsy. And the 20% roll……...
yields
nothing.
But the room is not empty. Pushed against the south wall are two crates and a big

barrel between them, but the lid of the barrel has been sealed shut with large black
nails.
Then they hear something scratching inside the barrel. Grunting, Gorm kicks it and is
rewarded by the SHRIEK of a monkey and the scratching intensifies.

This weird barrel gets their adventurer curiosity aroused and they cannot help but start
prying the nails out one at a time….
Gorm finishes the job with a downward axe blow that sunders the top of lid, taking off
four money fingers in the process, but the next thing they know, three ugly monkeys
with glowing purple eyes are crawling forth from the barrel and attack!
Snick, swish, snick. They’re cut down in seconds, but the barrel is shaking and
screeches rattle out and four MORE monkeys crawl out…..and still that damn barrel is
shaking.

With a sinking feeling they realize that opening the barrel might have been a very, 
very
bad thing to do.

Arrows and steel and spells fly, four more monsters are cut down but they’re exiting the
barrel faster than they can be destroyed. The PCs panic, fleeing into the hall and SLAM
the door and Gorm rolls barrels to the outside even as the combined might of eight  or
is it 12 now?  monkeys pound on the opposite side. More barrels are wedged in until
the door is firmly blockaded, but they hear dozens of screeching monkeys inside the
room, tearing it to shreds inside….and they KNOW there is a window too. They don’t
hear it broken yet but it might only be a matter of time.
They have to hurry and keep searching this place. And Sanbalet said more treasure
might be in the attic, so they want to find it.
SO  the next room, and the 20% roll of an encounter…...yields nothing.
This used to be a study or reading room of some kind and contains a bookshelf with
mostly
rotten
books, a
reading
desk with
pens and
quills and
rotten
sheafs of
paper and
still full ink
wells.
They
search
quickly,
grab a few
things and
then jog to
the next
hall where
they see a long, discolored section of floor leading thirty or forty feet to the base of the
attic stairs.
The floor is sagging and looks like it can’t hold much weight at all.

This is tricky to cross and takes some ingenuity. The elf rogue is the lightest and he only
has a small percentage chance to crack through if he keeps to the edges. He makes it,
carrying the rope and a climbing piton, and he secures the rope on the stair end while
the others secure it on their end. Now they have a rope handle they can hold for
support. The next heaviest person crosses in turn, the chance of cracking through the
floor increasing by percentages, until the big bulky Gorm is last, and his chance is pretty
darn good...but he makes it.
So up the stairs they go, these rickety, creaking old stairs and they still hear the
monkeys wailing still but not quite quite as loud as before, and DAMN but that was
weird but whatever, and the rogue listens at the attic door and doesn’t hear anything, so
they push it open and see a great big wide vaulted attic ceiling and lots and lots of large
items in the center covered by sheets and cloth……………..AND……….t
he 20%
encounter roll yields nothing.
But bats are flitting in the corners and seem disturbed by their presence. The PCs
slowly enter, really wanting to check out this stuff in the middle of the attic, but the bats
soon get REALLY agitated and swoop by, and they’re not really so much bats as they
are batbugbirds with wicked claws and a hooked proboscis tongues and within
seconds EIGHT are swarming around the party like hungry mosquitoes and they
instantly attack.
Eight attack and four latch onto one PC each, and they all take damage and if
something isn’t done really damn soon they realize that this seemingly innocuous little
critters are going to suck their blood straight from their veins.

The elf wizard saves the day with a wellplaced sculpted Thunderwave that avoids
hitting his allies and destroys all 8 of the monsters after the four attached ones are
plucked free.
The spell also knocks out the remaining windows on two sides of the attic and the
thunderclap from the spell is so loud it can easily be heard 300 feet away and possibly
all the way to the bottom of the mansion.

With the little monsters dead they thoroughly search the attic, but the stuff under the
sheets is nothing but rotted furniture. There was no treasure waiting up here except for
DEATH.
This pisses Gorm off. “Sanbalet LIE to us!” he roars, and in a fit of rage he picks up an
old loveseat and crushes into a weak part of the floor where it noisily breaks through to
the room below.
They think they’ve explored all of the upstairs and there’s not more to do now except get
the hell out of this hell house before something bad happens. Like, worse than all the
other stuff that has already happened.
The thunderclap seems to have scared the monkey room but they still hear them
roaming around, so the PCs hurry back the way they’ve come, but then the wizard gets
an idea about that big copper dish in the window facing the ocean, the one with the
embedded palm print. He puts his palm on and casts a cantrip.
Light EXPLODES from the other side of the disk, a floodlight like the sun that quickly
fades. This is clearly some kind of device to signal ships at sea, and possibly, if not
probably, the cause of the mysterious lights that the citizens of Saltmarsh have been
seeing. Oh holy hell, did they just ALERT someone???
But they don’t want to stay here any longer, it is time to leave so they manage to reach
the stairs where the dead guy with the arrow in his eye still lays, climb down a rope and
find themselves in the entry foyer and they’re RUNNING for the door and trying to get
out, but they have to roll a 20% chance of having a really, really nasty encounter….and
the roll yields 
nothing
. Again. They dodged a nighttime manifestation about 5 times
straight.
All four of them surge outside where they hear the waves breaking against the cliffside
and air is cool and salty and crisp, and they immediately start heading away from that
awful place to get back to Saltmarsh, and for the more civilised elves at least, they’re
going to get a warm bed in the Fishbone Inn. The half orcs will go back to Groman’s
cave.
But it’s not like everything was all hunky dory with the elves and half orcs. The elves
ARE evil, and the thief Lunan DID swipe some treasure, and the mage Vasalar
ALMOST thunderwaved his allies to ensure a greater proportion of the treasure cut, so
their continued alliance is nothing guaranteed.

But once back at the Fishbone Inn, here at around 2am in the morning, the proprietor
tells the elves they have a message waiting for them. He hands them a slip of paper
that says,

“Enjoy my treasure, you f****** arseholes!

I hope devil crabs eat your eyes!”

The barkeep says some guy (who matches Sanbalet’s description exactly) came in a
few hours ago, asking about any strangers new to town, particularly two elves and two
half orcs, and when the barkeep told him Yes, the man quickly scrawled a letter to give
them and then booked a room upstairs.
UPSTAIRS
.
The group is still altogether before the half orcs head to their cave. Room 32 they find
easily and they listen and hear nothing so they promptly knock on the door. No answer.
Disregarding the noise, Gorm KICKS the door down.
The room is empty. The window is open, the bed is stripped and a sheet rope trails the
ground. If Sanbalet was here he is long since gone.
Fine, they don’t worry about this right now. The elves get a room, the half orcs get their
cave, and they agree to reconvene in the morning and figure out what to do with all that
friggin LOOT in that 
friggin 
scary old
mansion!!!!
But by dawn the Town Council has heard
of their miraculous return, and the same
Wealthy Merchant whom the elves were
trying to rob at the beginning of the 1st
adventure, who was oblivious to this fact,
approaches them and asks to know what
they found in the Haunted House on the
Hill.
WELL...the elves lie.

“Nothing really. It was a big misunderstanding. There’s nothing dangerous there. BUT,
we found some things we want to keep, so we’d like to hire a few extra hands and a
wagon to bring it down. Sounds fair, yes?”
The Town Council is glad to hear that nothing particularly dangerous is looming over
Saltmarsh, so it’s not hard to garner help from some strapping young sons, 16 and 18
year old Will and Tom Lorry, and their freckled 21 year old cousin, Stu. A wagon is
procured and in full DAYLIGHT the group of seven return up the steep, rattling path to
the cliff, the wagon drawn by two draft horses who 
really 
don’t seem to like the mansion.

The really funny thing here is that the PCs (and players by extension) told everyone
there is NOTHING to worry about (well, the elves said this, the orcs tell the truth later
when questioned), but as SOON as Will and Tom and Stu enter the foyer, who do they
see lying dead in the collapsed stairwell with an arrow through his bloody eye?
This guy.
“Agh! What is that?” wails Tom. “What is that?
WHAT 
IS 
THAT?”
“It’s dead, kid, shut up,” growls Gorm and
pushes them along.
Next they pass near the pentagram circle of
whispers where everyone kept hearing their
names called individually, so here the elf
wizard Vasalar decides to take the initiative
and use the Message spell to preemptively
whisper to the young men and try to nip any
weirdness in the bud as a…….joke?

I don’t know, but it scares the crap out of the kids and they are quickly led to the
stairwell down to the 
DANGER ROOM 
as if they have blinders on.

Now, the PCs are acutely aware that Sanbalet returned to Saltmarsh and left them a
pleasant and friendly note. When they think about where he MIGHT have gone that
night, well, his choices were few. Alone in a rowboat with no food or water at night in a
D&D ocean 50 miles from another civilized town, he’d probably die quick. So he
paddled to Saltmarsh. Where he went AFTER that they don’t know, but he could have
returned to the mansion by day. They sure didn’t see any sign of him the night before.
So they make it down to the DANGER DOOR level where all of the cots are and
Sanbalet’s personal chamber...and two PCs notice that the door to his room is open and
they are 
SURE 
they had closed it.

That’s not proof of anything, but odd. They stay away from the DANGER room.
But the brothers Will and Tom are eyeing the DANGER room with big eyes and saying
Why does that door say danger on it man? and the PCs say because it’s dangerous
dummy, so stay away and they REALLY don’t like that answer, and this little “venture”
into the “safe” mansion is getting worse and worse the further they go. They’re about to
panic.
Groman the half orc cleric tries to activate the secret door sconce, but something is
blocking it from opening. This causes some real problems, lots of shoving and pushing
and squeezing for a long while until they finally determine that some bastard has
dragged barrels BEHIND the secret door to block it.
Goddammit, 
Sanbalet 
made it here after all. He must have backtracked at some point
in the night or very early morning and rowed back to the cave entrance at low tide.

They force the blockade aside and squeeze inside, ready now to hack this guy to death
if they see him. The young boys squeeze in too with sputtering torches, the only ones
without darkvision, and they’re already clammy with terror before they start descending
damp steps into a dark cellar and these strangers are telling them, “Quit worrying, it’s
fine! Don’t be such pussies!”
And then Will and Tom and Stu stumble into the main room where the big fight with the
smugglers took place, and YES, the players forgot that a DOZEN MEN had been
butchered and beheaded and burned in this chamber along with two lizard men.

It’s SORTA the same as they left it, but only now disgusting 
ghost crabs 
are feasting
on the flesh of the dead like cockroaches, and skittering away from motion and light.

“WHAT IS THIS?” shrieks Tom. “What is THIS? What in the hell HAPPENED DOWN
HERE? NO! You said 
never nothing 
dangerous here!”
“Uh, well...um….this wasn’t here last time. Kid. Shutup.”
Other than that, the rotting remains of dead men, there doesn’t actually appear to be
anything dangerous in the caves. So the PCs and their hirelings have some looting to
do, and there’s a wagonawaiting!
Hell, the kids are getting paid to do it, but they wisely UP their payout from 5 silver
apiece to 5 GOLD apiece, paid on the spot or they’re walking, and the PCs pay it, hell,
they’re 2nd level now and about to get rich as shit if they can pawn this stuff off.
So the hirelings help move barrels and crates from the cellars to the wagons waiting in
front until they have one filled, and this takes MANY hours. Many hours until the sun is
finally setting and the last streamers of light are falling across the house and the cliff

and they’re rolling one more barrel up from the crate room…
...when they see fog rolling toward them from under the DANGER DOOR.

“RUN! RUN! Drop that barrel and f***** run you fools! FLY!”
Everyone gets out of the house and they take the wagon loaded with as much as they
can take in a single haul  and it’s a lot, but not even the whole bottom level of the
mansion  and not even the TOP level with the more valuable stuff, but the stairwell to
get there is inaccessible and, well, the hirelings DID start cleaning that out, but it will
take time.
The Town Council of Five, of whom the young men Tom and Will and their cousin Stu

are all tight family members as this is a VERY small community, well, the boys instantly
spill the beans about what they saw at the mansion today, and it ain’t pleasant.
BODIES everywhere. Rot and decay and crabs and death and then weird GHOST FOG
under a door!
Funny thing is (ha ha) the orc brothers Grom and Groman weren’t in on the thieving elf
brother’s lie of “All is Safe and Sound Fellas.” Tension is caused, tempers flare, and the
Town Council really, really feel deceived.
Then the half orcs spill it all, to the chagrin of the thieving elves who wanted to keep this
mess SECRET and monopolize on it, but the cat’s out of the bag.
“Look,” says the elves. “We have a crapload of valuables in this wagon. We EARNED it,
and we’ll sell it to you cheap. We EARNED it, we went to that house and risked our
lives, WEIRD crap happened, and if you can use this, you PAY US.”
And they do pay, and they pay reasonably well, as the goods are quality.
But that is not what concerns the Town Council.
According to accurate testimony from the three young terrifiedpisstheirpants hirelings,
the mansion is FILLED with the salvaged remains of valuable spices, ore, craftworks,
and other rare goodies. It is a 
waystation
, a dump spot for a ship and there’s a magical
signal beacon on the second floor.
Long and short here….
The Town Council of Saltmarsh is angry that the PCs lied to them about the danger of
the house, and the potential danger of people coming BACK to keep on this business,
right here in their simple little backwater town. They don’t want this here.
In fact, the Elders of Saltmarsh forgive them any lies and offer to pay them some if they
can take out the pirate ship that will eventually come again. And according to
Sanbalet’s diary, YES, it may or may not be here, the bastard is usually late.
SO THEY AGREE TO HELP and stay up at night and they’ll be around the signal light
but this was just a short oneshot campaign for a beach weekend. These characters
and story will most likely never be reached again, but hey, thanks for reading, we had

fun.
I played it to the hilt, and my two players played it to the hilt too and ran their 4
characters awesomely. Half the funky fun is thanks to them for opening boxes they
shouldn’t have :)
Oh, so PCs leveled to 3rd at the end here. The Sea Ghost comes. This campaign ends
:(

